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Abstract 
Turbulence models are useful tools for solvmg most engmeenng fluid flow 
problems In the kterature turbulence models of d~fferent cornplexltres have 
been mostly applied to standard wall-bounded and hee-shew flows in this 
them the eddy-v~cosity-based turbulence models have been studied for two 
non-standard flows 
The first is thlck axisymmetrxc wall-bounded flow, 2 e , m t h  eflects of trans- 
verse curnature Two configurat~ons of such flows have been cons~dered (1) 
zero pressure-gradient boundary-layer developmg on the surface of a circular 
cylmder aligned with the flow and (2) axla1 developed flow between concen- 
t r ~ c  ircular cylinders Four turbulence models have been studied for the two 
wall-bounded flows (1) the zero equat~on model of Cebec~ and Smith, (2) the 
low-Reynolds number k - c model of Ch~en, (3) the low-Reynolds number k - e 
model of Rod1 and Mansour and (4) the two-layer k - c model of Rod1 et al 
(k  is the turbulent k~netlc energy and E IS its rate of d~sapation) The last two 
models were developed recently (1993) usmg the Direct Numerical Simulat~on 
(D\S) data for planar flows 
As transverse curvature effects become important in the near wall reglon of 
boundary-layer flow, all the models underpred~ct the skin friction coeffic~ent 
(for the case with maxlmum curvature effects as much as 45% underpredict~on 
by Chien's model) and turbulent quant~t~es Of all the models, the pred~ctions 
by the s~mple zero equation model are the best An ~mproved zero equation 
model 1s proposed In the outer reglon, however, even for the maximum 
transverse curvature effects w ~ t h  the boundary iayer thickness forty times the 
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cylinder radius, the three k - c models correctly predict the effects of transverse 
curvature, in contrast to most free-shear flows where the k - c model fails to 
accurately predtct the experimental observations 
In contrast, for axtal developed flow between concentric cylinders most 
models correctly predict the significant effect of transverse curvature in the 
near wall region (observed in DNS) The major reason for the difference in the 
predictions for the two flow configurations seems to be because of the larger 
Reynolds numbers in thick axlsymmetric boundary-layers, which leads to ad- 
ditional turbulence production due to the motion of eddies across the cylinder 
The phenomenon of relarmnarlzat~on of thick ax~symmetric boundary-layers 
has been studied using the turbulence models, compared wlth d ~ e r e n t  pro- 
posals in the hterature and possible reasons for the mechamsm have been 
given 
The other type of flow studied 1s the axlsyrnrnetric plume We have pro- 
posed a new k - e - p -  model for the ax~symmetric plume (p is temperature 
fluctuations and 7 is interrmttency) An intermittency equation based on the 
Reynolds-averaged quantities is solved In the new model intermittency affects 
the flow by changing the rate of dsspation of turbulent kinetic energy through 
the entra~nment of fluid The effect of buoyancy on Reynolds stress and radial 
heat flux is taken into account by the Algebraic Stress Model (ASM) For 
the production of turbulent kinetlc energy due to buoyancy a ampler model 
compared to the widely used ASM 1s taken 
We have shown that the new model accurately simulates all the effects 
of buoyancy on mean and turbulent quantities and is superior to any other 
model for the axisymmetrlc plume reported in the hterature The present 
work extends the applicability of the k - E - y model orig~nally developed 
for nonbuoyant h s h e a r  flows to the more complex flow in the axisymrnetnc 
plume 
